Onset detection still has room for improvement, especially when dealing with polyphonic music signals. For certain purposes in which the correctness of the result is a must, user intervention is hence required to correct the mistakes performed by the detection algorithm. In such interactive paradigm, the exactitude of the detection can be guaranteed at the expense of user's work, being the effort required to accomplish the task, the value that has to be both quantified and reduced. The present work studies the idea of interactive onset detection and proposes a methodology for assessing the user's workload, as well as a set of interactive schemes for reducing such workload when carrying out this detection task. Results show that the evaluation strategy proposed is able to quantitatively assess the invested user effort. Also, the presented interactive schemes significantly facilitate the correction task compared with the manual annotation.
Music signals may be decomposed into sound objects by means of signal processing techniques. Note events constitute an example of musical signal segmentation, and can be defined by both the moment the note startsthe onset-and its end-the offset [1] . Onset detection, defined as the automatic estimation of the starting points of note events in audio signals [2] , has been of large interest to the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community. Research areas such as tempo and meter estimation [3] , automatic music transcription [4] , audio transformations [5] , or real-time accompaniment [6] often make use of onset information as a key part in their analysis process.
Due to that relevance, a considerable amount of effort has been made over the years to develop and improve onset detection algorithms. In this sense, although onset detection methods have typically addressed particular instrumentation cases [7] , recent research outcomes have shown significantly precise results not limited to specific *Correspondence: jjvalero@dlsi.ua.es Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence Group, Department of Software and Computer Systems, University of Alicante, Carretera San Vicente del Raspeig s/n, 03690 Alicante, Spain timbres [8, 9] . To check the performance of current stateof-the-art onset detection methods, the reader is referred to the results obtained in the annual Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) contest.
The results obtained by current state of the art may be considered sufficiently accurate for applications such as audio structure analysis or digital audio effects, in which onset information simply constitutes a support information for the task rather than its main description. Nevertheless, for specific cases as note tracking in automatic music transcription, the preciseness of onset events remarkably influences the overall success of the task.
Note that, while onset estimation is generally used as an intermediate process within more complex MIR systems, this task may be also considered as a goal by itself. As an example, the work in [10] contemplates the use of onset information for identifying music pieces by comparing timing deviations between estimated onsets from interpretations of the pieces and its reference annotations from the scores.
The aforementioned cases constitute particular examples in which very precise onset times are required. Generally, research in such cases implies the manual annotation of corpora since no single onset estimation algorithm guarantees a perfect retrieval. Whereas this performance limitation is inherent to any research topic, some authors in the MIR community suggest that a glass ceiling is being reached, at least in the case of some commonly addressed tasks [11, 12] . It thus appears interesting to explore alternative research paradigms that are capable of dealing with these limitations.
The so-called interactive paradigm and the efficient exploitation of human expert knowledge in the context of adaptive systems stands as a promising alternative to manual annotations [13] . Note that, within an interactive scheme, the correctness of the system output is no longer the main issue to assess. The challenge now is the development and creation of interactive schemes capable of efficiently exploiting the human feedback in the system in order to eventually reduce the user's workload [14] . While acknowledging that such interactive schemes are not applicable to the massive analysis of audio pieces, these methodologies should also contribute to further research into stand-alone onset detectors by facilitating the provision of annotated corpora, rather than the usual hand-made annotation.
A clear example of interactivity applied to MIR which concerned user-aided monotimbral polyphonic music transcription was reported in [15] . The authors proposed an interactive music transcription algorithm that allows the correction of the note onsets: a user interaction at a certain time point implicitly validates all the previous output (in time) and that user information is then employed by the system to adapt and recompute the output from that point on. However, although a qualitative improvement in the results was observed, there was still a need for a quantitative assessment. This paper expands the aforementioned idea of interactive onset detection systems. The main contributions of this work are a) the proposal of a methodology and a set of measures for the assessment of the user workload in interactive systems; b) two interactive schemes capable of gathering information from each user correction in order to adapt the detection parameters so as to reduce the correction workload; and c) a thorough assessment of the interactive schemes using the methodology proposed.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 1 introduces the basis of onset detection; Section 2 describes the interaction methodologies proposed; Section 3 shows the evaluation methodology followed; Section 4 analyses the results obtained; and finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and discusses about possible future work.
Introduction
Generally, every onset detection algorithm based on signal processing comprises two different stages: an initial phase, known as the onset detection or novelty function, and an onset selection stage that is employed to identify the onsets by using the output from the first step [16, 17] . Figure 1 shows this idea.
The objective of the onset detection or novelty function stage (ODF) is to compute a time series O(t) from the initial audio stream, whose peaks represent the estimated position of the each single onset event in the signal. This representation is the result of a certain analysis process that measures the changes in one or more audio features. Characteristics typically considered in the literature comprise signal energy [18, 19] , pitch [20] , phase [21, 22] , or even combinations of the previous three [23, 24] .
The onset selection stage, commonly referred to as Onset Selection Function (OSF), selects the points (frames) in O(t) detected as onsets. Its output is a sorted list of
representing the time positions of the estimated onsets.
A proper ODF process derives a function whose peaks represent potential onsets of the signal, while the OSF conceptually aims at discriminating peaks which represent onsets from spurious or noisy estimations. In that sense, the most straight-forward OSF approach is to search for local maxima of O(t) above a global threshold value for discarding the spurious values [2] .
Other methods consider the use of adaptive threshold functions for dealing with local changes in the signal as, for instance, alterations in dynamics. A commonly used technique is setting as threshold the mean or median value of O(t) in a certain time lapse around the point under evaluation [25] .
It is also important to highlight some works which use both supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques in this context. Some examples are the use of recurrent neural networks [26] or clustering [27] to automatically estimate the most suitable and robust OSF for a set of data, or even the use of end-to-end systems based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [28] for directly integrating both stages into a single classification scheme.
In our case, we shall use a representative set of ODF and OSF techniques for assessing the usefulness of the interactive methodology proposed in this work. The selected methods will be introduced in Section 3 as it explains the evaluation methodology considered. 
User interaction for onset detection
As aforementioned, onset detection algorithms rarely retrieve a perfect result in terms of precision. The two types of error which affect this performance are a) the algorithm misses onsets which should be detected (false negatives, FN) and b) the algorithm detects onsets than do not actually exist (false positives, FP).
Let N GT denote the total number of onsets to be annotated in an audio file (ground truth). Let also be N OK the number of correctly detected onsets, N FP the amount of FP errors committed and N FN the number of FN errors once the signal has been processed with an onset detection algorithm.
The amount of onsets obtained by a detection algorithm may be defined as N D = N OK + N FP whereas the total number of onsets to be estimated can be expressed as N GT = N OK + N FN . Therefore, a user starting from the initial N D analysis should manually eliminate the N FP erroneous estimations and annotate the N FN missed onsets, thus requiring a total of C T = N FP + N FN corrections to obtain the correct annotation.
User interaction, meaning that the system attempts to adjust its performance from what the user corrects, is proposed in order to reduce C T . The idea is that the total number of corrections performed in an interactive system C int T is lower than, or in the worst-case scenario, equal to, the amount required in a complete manual correction C man T , i.e. C int T ≤ C man T . In a practical sense, the user interaction should adapt the system by changing the set of parameters involved in the ODF and/or OSF processes. Due to the influence of the OSF stage in the overall onset detection process [25] , we assume that the detection errors are exclusively produced by considering an inappropriate configuration of this selection function. Although this constitutes a simplification, we restrict our work to this hypothesis.
The different interaction methodologies considered in this work are now introduced. Additionally, a set of measures for quantitatively assessing the user effort is also proposed.
Interaction methodologies
The premise behind these interactive methodologies is that the OSF process may not be properly parameterised: a particular OSF configuration may not be suitable for the entire O(t) due to factors as, for instance, changes in instrumentation, dynamics, articulation, and so on. Thus, a given ODF should be examined by an OSF particularly tuned for different regions. These regions would be defined by the user as the FP and FN errors are pointed out, and the new local OSF parameters are estimated through the interactions.
In our case, as OSF we will restrict ourselves to variations of the strategy of finding local maxima above or equal to a certain threshold θ in the onset function O(t). In that scheme, time frame t i contains an onset if the following conditions are fulfilled:
The idea is that, while the local maximum condition is kept unaltered, threshold θ now becomes a function θ ≡ θ(t) whose value is defined according to one of the interactive policies to be explained.
Given that user interactions may not match the actual maxima in the ODF, the system needs to provide a particular tolerance window. Thus, given an interaction at t int , the energy value retrieved from the ODF for the adaptation process is given by:
where W T represents the tolerance window considered. We consider a tolerance window of W T = 30 ms since, as pointed out by [29] , this time threshold represents a proper tolerance for human beings to perceive onsets.
Exceptionally, Eq. 2 may retrieve a value O(t int ) = 0 in the tolerance time lapse. This issue occurs when the ODF process has not obtained a proper O(t) representation and some onsets are not represented by a peak in this function. In those cases, the correction is performed (the onset is added) but the threshold value is kept unaltered.
Finally, given the time dependency in the output of an onset detection algorithm, when the user interacts at position t int of the O(t), all information located at time frames t < t int is implicitly validated. Corrections are therefore only required in time frames t ≥ t int . This assumption of left-to-right correction is commonly considered in works involving data of sequential nature such as in interactive machine translation (IMT) or interactive speech transcription (IST) [30, 31] The two policies proposed for propagating the effects of an interaction are described next.
Threshold-based interaction
This policy bases its performance on directly modifying the threshold value θ. This technique was already presented in [15] for interactive computer-user correction in polyphonic transcription.
In this case, the global threshold is substituted by an initial (static) proposal θ 0 , and whenever the user interacts with an onset o int (either an FP or an FN) located at a time frame t int , its energy O(t int ) is retrieved. This value, once modified by a small value compared to the variation range in O(t), becomes the new threshold θ int for the new detection process that will be performed for t ≥ t int :
where has been set to 0.001 for this work, as it constitutes a value an order of magnitude lower than the sensibility considered for the O(t) functions. Additionally, is not relative to the range of O(t) since, as explained in Section 3.1.1, these functions are normalised so that Figure 2 shows an example of the threshold variation as a result of the different interactions performed by the user.
Percentile-based interaction
This second approach is inspired by the idea of using an adaptive threshold for assessing the ODF. As previously introduced, a typical method for doing so consists of using an analysis window around the target point in O(t) and setting as the, now variable, threshold θ(t) the median value of the window [25] .
In our case, instead of using the median value of the sample distribution, we find useful the use of other percentiles for setting the threshold. The idea is that when the user performs an interaction at time frame t int , its energy O(t int ) is retrieved for calculating the n th percentile it represents with respect to the elements contained in a W -length window around that point, i.e.,
n th |P n th O t w int = O (t int ) with t w int
where P n th {x} obtains the value representing the n th percentile of sample distribution x. Then, for calculating threshold θ(t i ) for time positions t ≥ t int , the rest of the signal is evaluated with a W -length sliding window using the percentile index n th obtained at the interaction point t int as it follows:
and t i ∈ t ≥ t int (5) Conceptually, the premise of using this approach is that, when a correction at t int is made, the particular threshold θ value is not relevant by itself but by its relation with the surrounding values. For example, if O(t int ) is a low value compared to the elements in the surrounding W -length window, the successive analysis windows should use low θ values as well, which can be obtained by using low percentiles. On the other hand, if O(t int ) is high compared to the surrounding elements, the percentile should be high. Ideally, this approach should adapt the performance of the OSF to the particularities of the ODF.
The duration of the W -length window has been set to cover 1.5 s, using as a reference the work by [32] in which windows ranging from 1 to 2 s were used. Figure 3 graphically shows the evolution of threshold θ when using this approach.
User effort assessment
Having introduced the interactive correction methodologies, it is necessary to define some indicators able to quantitatively assess the user effort invested in the onset correction process.
In these measures, we assume the effort is represented by the amount of corrections C T the user needs to perform. As previously commented, the intuitive idea is that an interactive scheme should require less or, in the worstcase scenario, the same effort than a complete manual correction, i.e., C int T ≤ C man T . However, we find it necessary to quantify and formalise this idea so that future methodologies can be objectively compared. In the following sections, we introduce the two proposed measures for assessing the user effort invested in the correction process.
Total corrections ratio
The first of the two proposed metrics is the Total corrections ratio, R TC . The idea behind this measure is comparing the amount of corrections a user needs to perform when using an interactive system C int T to a manual correction C man T . This ratio is obtained as:
Depending on the resulting ratio value, it is possible to assert whether the interactive scheme reduces the workload:
Corrections to ground truth ratio
Although the previous metric is able to assess whether an interactive scheme requires less effort than a manual correction, a certain premise is being assumed: an automatic onset detection stage reduces the annotation workload since it tracks, at least, part of the elements that must be annotated.
However, it is possible that the automatic detection algorithm will not be able to perform this task as expected (for instance, when dealing with a noisy signal). In such cases, the number of correctly tracked onsets N OK may be negligible, or even non-existing, thus leading to N D = N OK + N FP ≈ N FP . The user would be required to annotate the total number of onsets N GT plus eliminating the N FP errors committed, i.e., C T = N GT + N FP = N OK + N FN + N FP . Under these circumstances, it would be arguable that the need for an initial onset detection as the manual annotation of the signal from scratch would imply less workload.
To cope with this issue, the corrections to ground truth ratio, R GT , compares the amount of interactions required C T in relation to the total amount of ground truth onsets N GT for both interactive systems (Eq. 7) and manual corrections (Eq. 8).
Bearing in mind that a ratio of 1 is equivalent to manually annotating all the onsets, the results depict whether the system forces the user to make more corrections than without any initial detection, thus making the system useless in practice:
Finally, it must be pointed out the existing relation among measures R int GT (Eq. 7) and R man GT (Eq. 8) with measure R TC (Eq. 6) by using the following expression:
Evaluation methodology
In order to assess the proposed interactive strategies, the scheme shown in Fig. 4 has been implemented. First of all, the input data is processed by an initial onset detection algorithm (an ODF method that retrieves an O(t) function and a OSF algorithm that processes it) retrieving a list of estimated onsets ô i
; both the O(t) signal and the estimations ô i
are the input to the user interaction process. In that last stage, the user validates and interactively corrects those estimations.
In order to avoid the need for a person to manually carry out the corrections, ground truth annotations were used to automate the process as in other works addressing interactive methodologies [30] .
We shall now describe the different onset detection algorithms, datasets, and performance metrics considered for assessing our proposal.
Initial onset detection
This section introduces the different ODF and OSF strategies considered for the evaluation of the work.
Onset detection functions
The considered ODF methods cover the different principles and methodologies introduced in Section 1 with the aim of exhaustively assessing the behavior of the proposed interactive methodologies with different analysis principles.
We now introduce and describe the different functions considered:
Sum of Magnitudes (SM):
This first approach bases its performance on measuring changes in the energy of the signal. Using the magnitude part of the spectrogram of the signal, this process estimates the energy for each analysis window as the sum of the magnitude component of each frequency bin [33] . 2. Power Spectrum (PS): This second method also bases its performance on measuring changes in energy. The approach is identical to the previous one exclusively on phase information. The idea is that discontinuities in the phase component of the spectrogram may depict onsets. With that premise, this approach basically predicts what the value of the phase component of the current frame should be using the information from previous frames; the deviation between that prediction and the actual value of the phase spectrum models this function [23] . 5. Weighted Phase Deviation (WPD): A major flaw in the previous phase method is that it considers all frequency bins to have the same relevance in the prediction. This severely distorts the result as low energy components which should have no relevance in the process are considered equal to more relevant elements. In order to avoid that, each phase component is weighted by the correspondent magnitude spectrum value [34] . 6. Complex Domain Deviation (CDD): Extends the principle introduced in the Phase Deviation method by estimating both magnitude and phase components for the analysis window at issue using the two preceding frames and assuming steady-state behaviour with a complex domain representation.
The difference between the prediction and the actual value of the frame defines the function [35] .
Rectified Complex Domain Deviation (RCDD):
In the Complex Domain Deviation method no distinction in the type of deviation between the predicted spectrum and the one at issue is made. In such case, the algorithm does not distinguish between energy rises, which depict onsets, and energy decreases, which point out offsets. Hence, a slight modification based on half-wave rectification is performed on the method to avoid tracking offsets. The difference between predicted and real values is now carried out when the spectral bins increase their energy along time; in case the energy decreases, a zero is retrieved [34] .
Modified Kullback-Leibler Divergence (MKLD):
This method also measures energy changes between consecutive analysis frames in the magnitude spectrum of the signal. The particularity of this approach lies in the use of the Kullback-Leibler divergence for measuring such changes, which allows tracking large energy variations while inhibiting small ones [36] . 9. Spectral Flux (SF): This approach depicts the presence of onsets by measuring the temporal evolution of the magnitude spectrogram of the signal. The idea is obtaining the bin-wise difference between the magnitude of two consecutive analysis windows and summing only the positive deviations for retrieving the detection function [37] . 10. SuperFlux (SuF): Modifies the Spectral Flux method by substituting the difference between consecutive analysis windows by a process of tracking spectral trajectories in the spectrum together with a maximum filtering process. This allows the suppression of vibrato articulations in the signal which generally tend to increase false detections in classic algorithms [38, 39] .
Given the different principles in which the presented processes are based on, the resulting O(t) functions may not span for the same range. Thus, a normalisation process is directly applied to the O(t) time series once it has been obtained from the initial audio piece so that its spans in the range [0, 1] . This normalization is a Min-Max scaling applied as it follows:
O(t) =Ô
(t) − min{O(t)} max{O(t)} − min{O(t)} whereÔ(t) and O(t), respectively, stand for the initial and normalized times series, and min{·} and max{·} represent the minimum and maximum operators, respectively.
Finally, since all these functions rely on a spectrogram representation obtained as a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), we set the same analysis parameters to all of them: an analysis window size of 92.8 ms samples with a 50% of overlapping factor.
Onset Selection Functions
In order to process the considered detection functions, we have used different OSF methods. As in the case of the interactive methodologies (cf. Section 2.1), these methods are based on finding local maxima above, or equal to, a certain threshold θ. In line with those cases, the maximum condition will remain unaltered, being threshold θ the parameter to be set.
The two methods considered are:
Global threshold:
The threshold θ is manually set as a user parameter to a value θ = θ o for analysing the entire O(t) function.
Sliding window with percentile index: A W -length sliding window is used to analyse the detection function O(t) and obtain a time-dependent function θ ≡ θ(t) adapted to the particularities of O(t). For analysing time frame t i , we take the elements of O(t) in the range
and we calculate a percentile value using that sample distribution with Eq. 5. 1 In this case, W has been also set to 1.5 seconds considering the results in [32] .
In order to assess the influence of the parameterisation of the considered selection functions in the overall performance, 25 values equally distributed in the range [0, 1] have been used as either threshold or normalised percentile index.
Finally, it must be pointed out that these selection functions are equivalent to the interactive policies in Section 2.1. This has been intentionally done as we want to assess two different configurations in this experimentation: on one hand using the same detection functions for both the static onset detection and the interactive scheme; on the other hand, using different detection functions for both parts.
Dataset
The dataset used for the evaluation is the one introduced in [29] . It comprises a set of 321 monaural real world recordings sampled at 44.1 kHz covering a wide range of timbres and polyphony degrees. The total duration of the set is 1 h and 42 min containing 27,774 onsets with an average duration of 19 s per file (the shortest lasts 1 s and the largest one extends up to 3 min) and an average figure of 87 onsets per file (minimum of three onsets and maximum of 1132 onsets).
However, as pointed out in [29] , these precise annotations (raw onsets) do not necessarily represent human perceptions of onsets in spite of being musically correct. Thus, as this work addresses the human effort in the annotation/correction of onsets, the dataset was processed following the previous reference: all onsets within 30 ms were combined into one located at the arithmetic mean of their single positions. This process reduced the total number of elements to 25,996 onsets (approximately, 81 onsets per file).
A detailed description of the set in terms of the instrumentation and number of raw and combined onsets is shown in Table 1 .
In our case, no particular partitioning in terms of instrumentation, duration, or polyphony degree has been done to the data, as the idea is to check the usefulness of the interactive approach disregarding the nature of the data used.
Performance measurement
In order to assess the proposed onset detection and correction strategies, we have considered two different sets of evaluation measures.
The set of metrics proposed in Section 2.2 will be used, as they actually aim at assessing the usefulness of the interactive schemes in terms of the user effort. Nevertheless, we also find necessary the use of measures evaluating the accuracy of static onset detectors. This way, we may relate the accuracy of the onset detection approaches considered and the effort required to correct the errors committed, either manually or within an interactive scheme.
Static metrics
For evaluating the goodness of the onset detectors, we have considered the three figures of merit commonly used in this context (e.g., works by [24] and [17] ): Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F 1 ). Let N OK be the amount of correct onsets detected by the algorithm and N FP and N FN the number of FP and FN errors committed, respectively. These measures can be defined as:
As frequently commented on literature, the start of a musical event is not a specific point in time, but rather a time lapse known as a rise or transient time [40] . A certain point in this span must therefore be chosen as the onset. Given the reported variability in the notation of rhythmic aspects of music even among expert transcribers [41] , it is assumed that onset annotation is highly dependent on the person, imprecise and difficult to generalise.
Owing to this loose definition, onset detection algorithms are given a certain time lapse in which the detection is considered to be correct. Most commonly, this acceptance window has been set to 50 ms, which is the same as the one used in the MIREX contest. Nevertheless, in this work we adopt a more restrictive tolerance window of 30 ms since, as pointed out by [29] , this value represents a proper time lapse for human beings to be able to detect onsets.
Finally, it must be pointed out that this assessment does not consider doubled onsets (two detections for a single ground truth element) and merged onsets (one detection for two ground truth elements) as they constitute subsets of N FP and N FN , respectively.
User-centred metrics
In terms of user-centred metrics, as aforementioned, we shall restrict ourselves to the set of measures proposed in Section 2.2. As a reminder to the reader, the two metrics considered were a) Total Corrections ratio (R TC ) that compares the amount of corrections required for correcting a sequence under the interactive paradigm with respect to complete a manual correction; and b) Corrections to Ground Truth ratio (R GT ) which contrasts the total amount of interactions performed (either manually or in an interactive scheme) with the total number of onsets to be annotated.
Results
In this section, we present the results obtained when assessing our interactive proposals with the evaluation procedure described above. For each particular pair of onset detection and selection function plus either the manual correction or the interactive scheme at issue, the figure of merit shows the average and standard deviation of the 25 selection function configurations.
Results obtained in the static assessment of the considered onset detection algorithms are shown in Table 2 . Additionally, Fig. 5 graphically shows the results obtained for the F-measure values for a better comprehension.
Figures achieved by the different configurations considered show the intrinsic difficulty of the dataset: focusing on the F-measure score, results are far from being perfect as all the scores are lower than 0.6. In that sense, the Phase Deviation method showed the lowest accuracy, possibly due to relying only on phase information and its reported disadvantage of considering all frequency bins equally relevant. Methods such as Semitone Filter Bank or SuperFlux showed good responses as, although mostly relying on an energy description of the signal, the information is In general terms, the relatively high precision scores achieved suggest that FP may not be the most common type of error in the considered systems. However, recall scores were low, especially when considering the global threshold selection process, thus pointing out a considerable amount of FN errors.
These results also show the clear advantage of adaptive threshold methods in the onset selection process when compared to a global initial value. In general, the former paradigm achieved better detection figures with lower deviation values than the latter, thus stating its robustness.
Once we have gained a general insight of the performance of the considered onset detection and selection schemes, we shall study them from the interactive point of view. Table 3 and Fig. 6 introduce the effort results in terms of the Corrections to Ground Truth ratio (R GT ) measure when considering the manual and interactive corrections of the errors.
As an initial remark, it can be seen that the workload figures for manual correction (R man GT ) are close to a value of 0.5 for all the ODF and OSF considered. These results suggest that an initial onset estimation process is indeed beneficial for lowering the manual annotation since such figures depict that half of the total number of onsets are properly handled by the autonomous detection system. The reported low deviation values also suggest that only for some particular cases in which the OSF parameters are badly selected, the required effort may be higher.
In terms of the threshold-based interaction scheme, there is a consistent workload reduction when compared to the manual procedure. Figures obtained are almost always under the 0.5 value, getting to the point of 0.26 for the SuF algorithm (which broadly means annotating just a fourth of the total number of onsets), showing the workload reduction capabilities of the scheme. Additionally, the very low standard deviation values obtained point out the robustness of the method: independently of the initial performance of the ODF and OSF at issue, the thresholdbased interaction scheme performs consistently solves the task within a fixed figure of effort. This fact could suggest that, when considering this scheme, the performance of the initial onset estimation by the autonomous algorithm may not be completely relevant as the interactive scheme is able to solve the task within the same figure of effort.
Regarding the percentile-based scheme, the effort figures obtained are clearly worse than in the case of the threshold-based scheme, with up to 0.14 points of difference between the two schemes for this measure, and are qualitatively similar to the figures by the manual correction. This premise can be also seen in the deviation values obtained: in spite of being quite low, in some cases these figures show less consistency than in the threshold-based approach (e.g., SuF or RCDD); nevertheless, it should be noted that when compared to the manual correction, percentile-based interaction shows a superior robustness since for this scheme the deviation figures are consistently lower than those obtained when considering the manual approach.
Finally, the results obtained in terms of the Total Corrections ratio are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7 . This figure of merit helps us to compare the different interactive Table 3 Comparison of the user effort invested in correcting the initial estimation of static onset detectors in terms of the R GT . The F-measure column shows the performance of the static detection method, whereas R man GT refers to the effort invested when considering a complete manual correction of the results. configurations among them to gain some insights about their differences in behavior.
Checking the figures obtained, and disregarding the initial selection function, the threshold-based interaction scheme (R xT ) clearly outperforms the percentile-based one (R xP ) as the R TC results are always lower in the former one. In the same sense, threshold-based figures always achieved values under the unit whereas the other scheme was clearly not capable of doing so. Deviation figures also proved threshold-based interaction as more robust, given that in general they were lower than the ones obtained in the percentile-based scheme.
Focusing on the threshold-based schemes, it can be seen that scores (both in terms of average and deviation) were quite similar independent of the initial selection methods (OSF). This fact suggests that this straight-forward modification of the threshold value could be considered a rather robust method capable of achieving good effort figures independently of the estimation given by the initial selection process (OSF).
On the contrary, attending to the difference in the results among the percentile-based interaction schemes, the initial estimation has a clear influence for this type of interaction. As observed, using an initial selection process (OSF) based on either threshold or percentile, results in terms of the R TC get to diverge in 0.3 points (case of SFB) or even 0.6 points (as in SuF). Thus, given the dependency of this interaction scheme with the initial selection process (OSF), results suggest that the best particular configuration for this percentile-based interaction approach is the case in which the initial static selection is based on percentile as well, i.e., R PP .
Analysis
In order to statistically assess the reduction of the user effort a Wilcoxon signed-rank test [42] has been performed comparing each interactive method proposed against manual correction. This comparison has been performed considering the Corrections to Ground Truth ratio (R GT ) values. Table 5 shows the results of this test when considering a significance p < 0.05.
Figures obtained show that threshold-based interaction significantly reduced the correction workload when compared to the manual correction. It is especially remarkable the fact that this approach consistently reduced the user effort for all the combinations of onset selection and detection methods considered. 
Results for the percentile-based interaction also show that for most of the cases there was a significant reduction in terms of workload. However, this statistical evaluation also proves that, for some particular configurations as for instance CDD with the percentile-based selection function or the SuF with the global threshold selection function, this interactive scheme may not be useful if percentiles are used for adapting the system from the user corrections, as the resulting workload does not significantly differ from the manual correction. In addition, a particular mention must be done to the SFB, CDD, and PD algorithms with the global threshold selection function as they constitute the particular cases in which the interactive algorithm implies more user effort than the manual correction.
Finally, figures obtained with this statistical analysis state the robustness of the threshold-based interaction when compared to the percentile-based scheme: while results for the former method consistently presented a reduction in workload, the latter one did not show such steady behavior.
Conclusions
The present work focuses on user-assisted onset detection and correction. Given that no method is able to retrieve perfect results in terms of accuracy, human correction is required for situations in which the correctness in the onset information is a must, like in a database annotation or in music teaching environments. In such cases, the user can be considered as an active part of the detection process rather than a verification agent. Therefore, it is necessary to propose and evaluate interactive systems capable of reducing user effort in these tasks.
Following this premise, and assuming that estimation errors occur because of an incorrect configuration of the peak selection function, two different schemes have been proposed: a first one that directly sets a new threshold value for processing the onset detection function as an interaction is performed; and a second one which combines a sliding-window analysis of the detection function with statistical information with the idea of adapting its performance to the particularities of the function.
Due to the lack of methodology for evaluating such systems, a series of measures for the quantitative assessment of the user effort in interactive onset detection schemes have been proposed. A first metric compares the required workload to complete the task when using an interactive system against the complete manual correction. The second one compares the workload required in the correction of a sequence, either manually or within an interactive scheme, to the number of annotations a user would make if no initial detection was employed.
Experimentation was carried out using a dataset comprising close to 25,000 onset events in roughly 2 h of audio in more than 300 files. A comprehensive list of onset detection and selection algorithms has also been considered. Results show that, in general terms, interactive onset detection schemes significantly reduce the workload required for the user to correct the errors in the estimation, exhibiting some particular configurations a reduction of a 40% of the workload in terms of the proposed method. Also, this human effort is also reduced when compared to the case of annotating the signal from scratch without any initial estimation, which is the typical situation when a new dataset has to be annotated.
When comparing the two proposed interaction schemes, the one directly modifying the threshold value shows a more remarkable workload reduction and superior robustness than the one pairing percentile information with the sliding window analysis.
In view of these results, it might be interesting to pursue new lines in order to further develop this work. A major drawback of these interactive systems is that they still cannot be considered to be practical tools for a massive database annotation: for instance, consider a case in which a reduction of the 50% of the amount of interactions is achieved; if 1000 onsets had to be annotated, the user would have to deal with 500 elements, which still constitutes a significant workload.
A first aspect to reduce the amount of interactions required would be to consider the possibility of the user moving a certain False Positive to the position of a False Negative. We have observed that users tend to do this kind of corrections in practice for neighbour errors in order to correct both with a single interaction. In our simulation scheme this interaction has been considered as two corrections (one False Negative and one False Positive), so the figures obtained are pessimistic, based on the kind of interactions that have been simulated, and can be improved in practice.
Another point that could be considered is that, rather than starting every single correction from scratch, machine learning techniques could be used to learn how the scheme can be adapted from the interactions performed by the user. Given the plasticity of data-driven methods, progressive user interactions could refine a model initially trained with generic data so that it could be used to process types of sound not considered previously. In this context, a possible path to explore would be the use of reinforcement learning, which stands for the family of algorithms whose performance is adapted to the problem at issue with the successive use of rewards and penalties as the task is either accomplished or not.
Finally, a point of remarkable interest is to consider different costs for the False Negative and False Positive errors. While in this work it is assumed that the cost of including a missed onset is totally equivalent to the cost of removing an extra onset, in practical terms there is a difference. Thus, it seems interesting to further extend and generalise the proposed evaluation methodology to consider different weights for the different types of errors to model the real human effort invested.
Endnote
1 Note that in this case t i ∈ t since there is no interaction point t int for the OSF.
